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Welcome to the 2nd European Data and Computational Journalism Conference!
The European Data and Computational Journalism Conference aims to bring together industry,
practitioners and academics in the fields of journalism and news production and information, data,
social and computer sciences, facilitating a multidisciplinary discussion on these topics in order to
advance research and practice in the broad area of Data and Computational Journalism.
nd

Held in Cardiff, Wales, UK the 2 edition of the conference will present a mix of academic talks and
keynotes from industry leaders. It will be followed by a day of workshops.
Submissions of academic research focused talks, industry talks, as well as hands-on workshops were
invited for the conference, on the subjects of journalism, data journalism, computational journalism,
and information, data, social and computer science.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
• Application of data and computational journalism within newsrooms
• Data driven investigations
• Data storytelling
• Open data for journalism, storytelling, transparency and accountability
• Algorithms, transparency and accountability
• Automated, robot and chatbot journalism
• Newsroom software and tools
• ‘Post-fact’ journalism and the impact of data
• User experience and interactivity
• Data and Computational Journalism education
• Post-desktop news provision/interaction
• Data mining news sources
• Visualisation and presentation
• Bias, ethics, transparency and truth in Data Journalism
• Newsroom challenges with respect to data journalism, best practices, success and failure
stories
Collected within these proceedings are the academic abstracts presented at the conference.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the programme committee for their hard work
reviewing submissions and helping us to come up with the fantastic line-up of talks for this year.
Welcome to Cardiff, and welcome to DataJConf 2018!
Bahareh R Heravi, Martin J Chorley & Glyn Mottershead
DataJConf 2018 co-chairs
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Abstract: The study of audience fragmentation has recently attracted great interest. We contribute to this debate by analyzing
the level of audience fragmentation on three different media platforms of the French online domain. To this end we map
several audience networks: the networks of news users when navigating the web generally; the network emerging from news
consumption on Facebook; and finally, the networks of paths emerging from Twitter news users. Using a community detection
approach, we determine the level of fragmentation on each of these networks. Then, we provide evidence to identify the
drivers that influence online exposure to political news. In particular, we analyze our data using inferential network analysis to
account for the influence of news consumption patterns across platforms and control for self-organizing network forces. We
contribute to the debate of audience fragmentation focusing in France as a case study and by providing evidence at the
comparative level. We argue that it is essential to jointly study the community structure emerging from these different media
landscapes, if we are to determine the extent that the online news domain is fragmented. Until now, scholars have made
assumptions about the structure of digital news domain through the lens of one of them i.e. studying patterns of news
consumption on the web or on one single social media platforms. We discuss the implications of these findings for theoretical
and empirical accounts of how digital technologies contribute toward audience polarization and “echo-chambers”.
Keywords: news audience, social network analysis, audience fragmentation, audience behaviour, news media

Introduction
Information is at the center of civic life and diverse news media diets are deemed essential for
democracy (Katz, 1996; Delli Carpini, 2004). The extent to which people are exposed to cross-cutting
i.e., diverse news information is a key determinant to explain levels of political polarization and
identify mechanisms behind critically-informed public opinion. It is well stablished that the level of
diversity of news consumption patterns can be approximated by measuring the level of structural
fragmentation of the news distribution systems under study: the online domain (Webster and
Ksiazek, 2012; Dvir-Gvirsman, 2016; Taneja and Webster, 2016), the online and offline domain
(Fletcher and Nielsen, 2017) , the blogosphere (Adamic and Glance, 2005) and the social platforms
(Bakshy, Messing and Adamic, 2015) . We built on this approach, which basically, measures the
emergence of communities on those systems and the level of connections among them to measure
the level of diversity of news consumption patterns. These studies so far, have not addressed the
differences in the level of fragmentation across the difference platforms of the news domain neither
have they studied whether those patterns influence each other. We want to contribute to the
previous literature by filling this gap. To this end, we assess whether and to what extent the newsseeking patterns of users of social media platforms correlate with the structure of those who navigate
the web. This leads to our main research question: Do news media platforms and the web
significantly vary in terms of their structural fragmentation? Additionally, we also aim at providing
evidence to identify the drivers that influence the emergence of those patterns and hence, the online
exposure to news. To this end, we analyze our data using inferential network analysis (Exponential
Random Graph Models, ERGM) to account for the driving forces behind the news consumption
patterns across platforms and control for endogenous network dynamics.
Methods and Data
Our data strategy includes three novel datasets, which map the audience behavior across the web,
Facebook and Twitter during the French electoral campaign in 2017. As shown on Figure 1, we
analyze three different types of networks. First, we reproduce the paths emerging from news users
on the web (data is provided on monthly basis and we average data from April and May, when the
campaign took place). We use the web network as a baseline against which we compare the level of
fragmentation in Facebook and Twitter. Nodes of the web network represent news media outlets
and two nodes are connected if they share a certain amount of audience. In the Facebook and Twitter
networks, nodes also represent news media outlets and ties represent news consumption by
measuring the amount of audience that 1) commented on a pair of news sites on Facebook or 2) RT,
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mention or reply a pair of news sites on Twitter. Therefore, ties here directly measure the amount of
people that not only was exposed to news content but actually, those who read it.

Figure 1 - Figure 1. Model online media landscapes

In order to operationalize the concept of media fragmentation, we use a community detection
method. This technique reduces our three types of networks by classifying nodes into modules
according to the density of connections: nodes in the same module have more connections to each
other than to nodes in other modules. By measuring the number of modules, i.e. by obtaining the
modularity score of each platform under study we bring a statistically robust measure of the level of
audience fragmentation (Newman and Girvan, 2004; Borge-Holthoefer and Gonzalez-Bailon, 2015).
Finally, we also apply an Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM) to account for the influence of
audience behavior on the web over the pattern of navigation on Facebook and Twitter. This type of
inferential network analysis also allows to control for self-organizing network forces (Lusher, Koskinen
and Robins, 2012).
Argument
We expect the patterns of news consumption on the web, Facebook and Twitter will show significant
levels of variation. More precisely, we expect audience behavior in Facebook to be more fragmented
than that of the web (H1) as a result the algorithmic mechanisms underpinning news consumption on
this social platform and previous research in the field, suggesting high levels of audience overlapping
on the news web (Webster and Ksiazek, 2012; Mukerjee, Majó-Vázquez and González-Bailón, 2018).
Yet, there is also evidence to support the expectation that news consumption on Facebook will be
significantly less fragmented than that on Twitter (H2). Therefore, we expect to find more
communities emerging from our Twitter networks. The argument for this is twofold: Twitter has less
prominent passive content personalization and therefore, what users see on their Twitter feeds is
primarily shaped by their following network and hence, more affected by social segregation
mechanism (Mutz and Martin, 2001); Furthermore, Twitter publics are more politically interested
which we expect to lead to more fragmentation i.e., less audience overlapping, in their news
consumption patterns,
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Data Journalism Education Globally
Bahareh R. Heravi
School of Information and Communication Studies
University College Dublin
Bahareh.Heravi@ucd.ie
Abstract: This paper explores data journalism education globally through examining a curated dataset of 219 unique modules
or programmes on data journalism or related fields1.
Keyword: data journalism, data-driven journalism, data journalism education, computational journalism, journalism education

Introduction

Data journalism, as we know it today, has been growing for the past 10 years. We are at a stage
where many media organisations have data journalists in their newsrooms and organisations and/or
are increasingly interested in hiring journalists with data skills. Similarly, academic and educational
institutions are making concerted efforts to include data journalism in their programmes, which has
led to a surge in the number of data journalism modules and programmes in the past three to five
years. This paper studies the state of data journalism higher education globally by curating and
analysing a list of 219 unique data journalism modules and programmes offered across the globe.

Method
To understand the state of data journalism education, I compiled a comprehensive global dataset of
data journalism modules and programmes, or closely related modules. This dataset was compiled
using data collected from a variety of existing data sources (e.g. including Nguyen’s dataset), as well
as a comprehensive additional search. The final dataset was composed of 219 unique entries,
including data journalism programmes and data journalism modules, or closely related modules and is
composed of the following fields/variables: ‘id’, ‘title’, ‘theme’, ‘organisation’, ‘school/sub-org’,
module listing/code, type (full programme or module), level (UG/PG), credit, start year, latest
offering, homepage, instructor 1, instructor 1 highest education level, instructor 2, instructor 2
highest education level.

Results
The results of the analysis of 219 data journalism related module show the US has the largest
offerings in data journalism related modules and programmes, while in Europe only a scattered
number of such modules and programmes exist: 148 of the modules are in the US, 8 are in Canada,
which, excluding online courses, leaves only 63 modules and programmes outside of North America
offering data journalism related topics altogether. Outside of North America, the UK, the Netherlands,
Ireland and Australia are the countries with the highest number of data journalism related modules
and programmes. The number of modules per country, where two or more modules/programmes are
available in a country, are presented in Table 1.
USA
146

UK
12

Canada
8

Netherlands
7

Ireland
6

Australia
4

Switzerland
4

China
3

Germany
2

Hong Kong
2

Spain
2

Greece
2

Italy
4

Table 1: Number of data journalism related modules and programmes in each country, where more than two modules or
programmes are present in a country, excluding the online courses (hence the difference between number of modules taught
in text and in the Table). N=219.

1

An extended version of this paper is published in Journalism Practice, doi: 10.1080/17512786.2018.1463167.

.
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Overall there are 24 countries present in this dataset. Out of these 24 countries only the US, UK,
Ireland, Germany, Canada, Spain and Hong Kong present a strong focus on data journalism as a
programme of its own rights, with more than one module dedicated to data journalism, or having
postgraduate programmes in data journalism. Out of all European countries listed in Table 1, only the
UK (3 universities), Ireland (1 university) and Spain (1 university) present a strong focus on data
journalism as a self-contained programme. The rest of the countries in Europe only provide one or
two modules in this area.
Amongst the 219 modules and programmes in the dataset, there are only 25 programmes fully and
specifically on data journalism. In other words only 25 universities around the world provide degrees
or programmes dedicated to data journalism. Despite this, many universities consider data journalism
an important topic, and there are 153 instances of stand-alone modules on data journalism in varying
non-data journalism focused programmes. The rest are online, vocational or undefined.
In terms of topics taught data shows that Data Journalism and CAR (Computer Assisted Reporting)
modules are the most frequently taught data related module in journalism school, forming 65% of all
modules listed in the dataset. Such modules have their focus on a complete workflow of data
journalism, from finding, collecting and cleaning data, to analysis, visualisation and communication,
without diving deep into more complex topics or tools. They are sometimes also a prerequisite for
more advanced modules. Modules focusing on data visualisation, coding and computational
journalism are the more advanced modules in the offering (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Themes with more than 5 modules in the dataset. N=219

In terms of the instructors of these programme, and despite these programmes being university
programmes, only the teachers of 58 of these modules and programmes had PhD level education. A
mere 49 has Masters level postgraduate degree and 38 were taught with individuals with
Bachelors/undergraduate level education. This shows that while many academic/university modules
and programmes are emerging in this area, not many instructors have the normal academic
credential in this area, which is unlike many other academic disciplines such as social sciences or data
and computer science.

Conclusion
While many journalism programmes still do not cover data skills, many have introductory offerings on
the topic, and a few have more advanced offerings. Despite this growth, put next to results from the
Global Data Journalism survey (Heravi, 2018; Heravi & Lorenz, 2018) - where journalists expressed
lack of skills in data analysis skills, interest in learning those skills - data journalism related modules
around the world overall fail to provide modules that target immediate needs of data journalists (as
identify in Global Data Journalism survey) at a level above very basic data analysis. This finding calls
for immediate attention in offering more advanced data and statistical analytics modules in
journalism and data journalism programmes around the world.
This study reiterates that the time to include data journalism in journalism programmes has arrived.
Data journalism is an interdisciplinary field, and while I expect we will see an increase of data
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offerings in journalism programmes in the upcoming years, we require a broadened approach to data
journalism training. This approach must be mature enough to facilitate entrants from the various
disciplines that converge to create data journalism professionals.

References
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Abstract: We live in times in which information is abundant, but trust in expert analysis is low. How can we make complex
issues accessible for readers and overcome their preconceptions? We propose a novel way of presenting readers with data and
raising awareness for individual bias and preconceptions. In our application, readers freely choose potentially relevant factors
in societally relevant issues and reflect on their choices in an engaging, non-threatening way. We suggest that such an
approach allows for more engaged and open-minded readers and as a result can facilitate democratic, data-centric debate.
Keywords: data-driven storytelling, open data, interactivity, transparency and trust, bias

Introduction
In times of partisan debates and filter bubbles shaping our news, trust in traditional journalism seems
to be declining. At the same time, the amount of information and publicly available data is larger than
ever before, in principle allowing anybody to gain insight and participate in an informed, democratic
debate. Here we explore how journalism can build trust and make data more approachable by
implementing data-driven environments for exploration and reflection.
Data-driven documents
Articles often try to simplify complex issues and in an attempt to make the argument approachable
present only aggregate statistics to support their argument. As a result, these articles do not allow the
readers to check the sources or assumptions made during analysis, which can lead to distrust.
Acknowledging these shortcomings, there has been a surge of data-driven reporting tools (see for
example Petricek, 2018). These tools can make articles more transparent and open, and encourage
readers to scrutinize the analysis and explore further. The reader then can transform from a passive
recipient into an active and informed participant in a debate. In this work, we follow the example of
data-driven, transparent storytelling but focus more crucially on allowing the reader to engage and
reflect on her own beliefs and bias.
Environments for engagement and reflection
One element of a good explanation is it’s predictive quality. For example, say we are interested in
regional differences in the quality of healthcare and potential sources and factors for better care. A
thorough analysis of the matter will require us to examine measures of good care, for instance the
time it takes to access care. In general, we will be interested in determining relevant factors that, say,
successful regions share, as these are crucial for the evaluation of policy decisions. To find factors we
might use domain knowledge to search data sources, potentially transforming or discarding
inconclusive variables to derive our piece. In many situations the reader will not be aware of the steps
preceding the analysis, nor the reasons for the transformations and as a result could dismiss or
distrust our work. Additionally, readers rarely encounter an argument without personal views about
what the right predictors should be or what the author intends with her piece.
Research has highlighted that correcting bias and engaging readers requires more than just a clear
presentation of facts. In fact, corrections can sometimes increase misconceptions (Nyhan & Reifler,
2010). In general, corrections have a greater chance of being effective if they are communicated in
non-challenging and appealing way (for an overview see Lewandowsky, Ecker & Cook, 2017). These
results can not simply be explained on the basis of a lack of information literacy, as even numericallysavvy readers might choose to maintain their erroneous beliefs to protect their political self identity
(Kahan et al., 2017). Given that corrections are difficult and mere presentation of facts can be
unconvincing - how do we create an environment that encourages reflection and critical
engagement? We propose that to encourage engagement and reflection it is crucial to allow the
reader to freely voice and explore their preconceptions. Our application attempts to be a non-
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challenging, open, exploration of the issue and the readers assumptions. In what follows we present a
first prototype of such an environment.
Application
We chose NHS waiting times (for cancer patients) as our example topic and collected publicly
available datasets 2 . Our focus was acquiring a breadth of variables that might be relevant for
differences in waiting times instead of finding few, statistically relevant factors. The selection of
variables has to allow readers to make their own choices without creating the impression that the
document presupposes a particular interpretation. The application consists of three stages: selecting
factors, repeatedly predicting a target variable and an overview of one’s accuracy.
Selecting factors: After framing the issue, readers are presented with the dataset in form of
(potentially predictive) variables. Readers are prompted to select variables that they deem important
(see Figure 1). Since absolute numbers will not be informative for non-expert readers, all numerical
quantities are expressed verbally (in terms of quantiles, e.g “slightly lower than average”).

Figure 1. Readers try to predict if the NHS trusts fulfil the waiting time targets. They are given the trust location and general
information, as well as the variables they selected. Here the reader chose Managerial Staff as a relevant predictor.

Predicting the target: Readers are shown the variables selected in the previous section for several
instances of the target outcome and are asked to predict the target (in our example they had to
judge if a particular NHS trust achieved the target for cancer waiting times). For an example, see
Figure 2.

Figure 2. This article explores the ability of NHS trusts to fulfil waiting time targets for cancer patients. The variables the reader could
select contained characteristics of NHS trusts (number of patients treated, staff numbers for different staff, day and night beds,
financial indicators etc.).

Evaluation: After performing a number of predictions, readers are confronted with their predictive
accuracy. This evaluation informs the reader about the predictive quality of their preconceptions. In
2 Waiting times data: https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/cancer-waiting-times/. Additional factors used:
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/nhs-workforce-medical-staff and https://digital.nhs.uk/catalogue/PUB30092.
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the future we plan to offer additional feedback at this stage - for example hints recommending
features with stronger predictive accuracy or a comparison to other readers’ performance. This
evaluation and feedback can also be used as introduction to a traditional journalistic piece.
Conclusions
In this work we developed a prototype that allows readers express their preconceptions and reflect
on their predictive accuracy. Our application is designed to be neutral - it does not attempt to instil an
expert opinion, but instead tries to raise awareness for preconceptions and complex relationships.
We suggest that reflection on preconceptions and awareness of complexity are fundamental for more
engaged and open-minded readers and can facilitate more democratic debate. In the future we
would like to test the efficiency of our application and explore further ways in which preconceptions
and reader engagement can be incorporated into reporting.
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Abstract: In the context of open data, the analyst of that data is removed from the collection process. This can make data
analysis extremely difficult, even impossible if the data needed to answer their questions has not been collected. We present a
study aimed at exploring the difficulties of open data analysis using, as an example, the data available on EU funding to the UK.
We report on some of the fundamental difficulties we observed whilst analysing this data and we suggest that by building a
catalog of such difficulties we can explain the limitations of working with open data to the wider public and data publishers.
Finally, we propose a methodological transition in how data analysis is viewed as part of a wider process.
Keywords: Open data, data journalism, autoethnography, data analysis

Introduction

Open data is increasingly becoming one of many tools that journalists use in their investigations.
However, the process of analysing this data is challenging, from lack of appropriate and end-user
accessible tools (Davies, 2010), to issues with the data itself, such as formatting, geo tagging or which
data is being collected (Gurstein, 2011).
We describe several difficulties encountered whilst analysing the funding data on European Structural
and Investment Funds (ESIF) to the UK. The dataset was identified by The Bureau Local3, a team of
data journalists working with a large network of citizens and reporters across the UK. The Bureau was
interested in tracing EU funding to community-level in order to support other local journalists
wanting to report on the impact of Brexit in their area. Whilst a fairly specific example, it is a good
illustration of the challenges of working with open data.

Methods
To investigate the difficulties of analysing the EU funding data, we conducted an
autoethnographically-inspired study, recording each step of the analysis process. Autoethnography is
a qualitative research method involving self-observation and self-reflection in which the author
relates their thoughts, experience and behaviour to the wider social life, cultural belief system and
practices of the ethnographic setting (Marechal, 2010). In the context of human-computer interaction
(HCI), autoethnography has been used for requirements elicitation (Cunningham and Jones, 2005), for
informing design (Neustaedter and Sengers, 2012) or for identifying design challenges and
opportunities (Fernando et al., 2016). Since our goal was to understand the challenges of analysing a
dataset, the results of our autoethnography are analytical rather than descriptive — we discuss these
in the next section.
Our study also draws on more typical inspection and task analysis methods in HCI research, such as
Cognitive Walkthrough (Polson et al., 1992) and task inspection. We kept two detailed diaries of our
thoughts, experiences, actions and each low-level interaction with the tools used (in our case,
Microsoft Excel and STATA) for analysing the EU subsidies data over several weeks. This exploration
was directed towards specific goals, typical of what a local journalist may be interested in: i) analysing
funding for apprenticeships in Middlesbrough and ii) analysing funding for skills before employment
in Liverpool. Due to the limited time available for the study, we only covered downloading the data,
formatting it, an initial analysis and an attempt to fill in some of the missing information.

3

https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/projects/the-bureau-local
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Findings
The diary documenting the analysis on apprenticeships in Middlesbrough contained 98 slides with
text and screen- shots (see Figure 1) and usage descriptions of 5 different tools and 16 websites. The
second diary documenting the analysis on skills before employment in Liverpool extended over 11 A4
pages (8pt text and screenshots), primarily describing interaction with STATA, a statistics package, but
also with PDFs and several websites.
We categorized the diary data through thematic coding (Gibbs, 2007), identifying difficulties across
two dimensions: interface-related and data-related. The interface-related issues of the tools we used
can be described by existing usability frameworks (e.g. Blackwell, in press; Green and Petre, 1996).
The data-related issues were of two levels: concrete (e.g. missing data, file formats) and abstract. We
focus here on such three, particularly common, abstract issues.

Figure 1. Four consecutive diary slides illustrating the granularity of the observation

Data/Question schema mismatch
Description: The current schema of the data is not suitable for answering the questions about the
data. This may mean that the data will need to be restructured, or the level of detail needs to be
changed: through aggregation if the granularity level is low, or collecting more fine-grained data if the
granularity is too high.
Example: The funding data is organised by geographical regions and lists the name of each
organisation that has received funds, the amount of funding and the contract period. Since there is no
lower granularity geographical data, the analysis about local distribution of funds (e.g. county-level)
cannot be done without collecting new data.

Entities live in multiple hierarchies
Description: What was assumed to fit within one hierarchy now needs to be split into two or more
hierarchies.
Example: The address of the fund beneficiary can be different to the area affected by the funds, as
organizations based in some part of the country can receive funding for doing work in another part of
the country. What was initially a single category will need to be split into two categories “beneficiary
address” and “benefiting area”.

Messy categories
Description: The categories are not clear-cut, e.g. the same type of information can be at different
levels of detail.
Example: The size of the area that benefits from the funds varies widely, from individual addresses, to
one or multiple counties, to entire regions. Recording this in a form that can be analysed is
challenging.

Conclusions
Even though our analysis was restricted to data on EU funding to the UK, we believe that our findings
can also be applied more broadly for explaining some of challenges of working with open data. For
example, when the data analysts are removed from the process of data collection and publication
(typical of open data), data/question schema mismatch is a relevant issue, resulting in the analysts
needing to do new collection work themselves. Beyond the examples given, problems with multiple
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hierarchies and messy categories can arise when merging multiple datasets, another typical task in
data analysis. In the worst case, this results in manual labelling of all the data points. These
observations suggest that there is a need for anticipating the kinds of questions and analyses the
wider public would want to ask of open data. In some cases, the solution could be a more iterative,
cyclical process of data collection, publication and analysis followed by refined collection etc., with
feedback channels between the different actors. This is analogous to the transition from the waterfall
process of software development to Agile methodologies that now dominate industry practice.
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